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Abstract

drawbacks. Firstly, the initial pose parameters need to be
known in advance. Secondly, the approach must never fail
to estimate the pose parameters in more than a few consecutive frames, since this will result in a wrong prediction even
if good motion models and predictors, e.g. Kalman Filters
or Condensation algorithms, are applied. Both drawbacks
are often avoided by assuming the initial pose parameters
are known [4, 17, 19] and/or that continuous tracking is always possible [2, 7, 18].
In this paper we aim at estimating the initial pose parameters of the shoulder using monocular vision, hence the
3D position of the shoulder. This position is of general interest in HCI applications where the whereabouts of the arms
are one of the primary concerns, and especially in gesture
recognition where a well-known reference coordinate system (the shoulder) is often required [13].

Estimating the pose parameters of a human body using
monocular computer vision is an interesting but also difficult problem. Introducing assumptions is therefore often
necessary to make a certain method work. In this paper we
aim at eliminating one of the primary assumptions, namely
that of knowing the initial pose parameters. Concretely we
present a system to estimate the initial pose of an important
anatomic feature - the shoulder. We obtain the 3D position
of the shoulder by analysing the projection of two circles
described by the hand when moving the outstretched arm
in circle arcs. The two projected circles yield two distorted
ellipses in the image plane. We correct these ellipses according to a detailed anatomic model of the shoulder. This
yields two ellipses in the image plane from where the 3D
shoulder position is estimated. The method yields a mean

 
estimation error of
and a deviation of

with a distance of 
between the camera and the user.
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The user is asked to move his outstretched arm in a circular arc in space. The movement of the hand is captured by
a camera and describes an ellipse, or rather a part of an ellipse, in an image sequence. The key idea is now to reverse
this process, hence estimating a circle in 3D, or rather its
centre, given an ellipse in the image. For this to be applicable several assumptions are introduced. Firstly, the length
of the outstretched arm is assumed known. Secondly, the
camera needs to be calibrated, and thirdly, the user needs
to describe two different circle arcs. Furthermore our approach also assumes a fixed torso position during the circular movements. However, the position of the shoulder itself
is not assumed fixed as we correct our measurements according to a detailed anatomic model of the shoulder.
In this paper the design, implementation, and test of the
above described approach is presented. The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the segmentation of the hand
is described. In section 3 the ellipse estimation is described
together with the correction of the measurements. Section 4
deals with estimating the 3D centre based on the ellipses. In

Keywords: Pose estimation, human motion, the shoulder complex, ellipse fitting.

1 Introduction
A great number of computer vision research papers have
addressed the problem of estimating the pose parameters of
the human body utilising monocular vision, see [14] for a
survey. It appears to be a very hard problem to solve. One of
the reasons is the high dimensionality of the solution space
when matching the image data to a geometric model of the
human body or parts of it. The issue of the high dimensionality is usually addressed by using prediction followed by a
local optimisation process. Hence the pose parameters are
found as incremental updates with respect to the pose data
in the previous image as opposed to absolute pose estimation in each frame. This type of approach has two major
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t u~w~z}| is mapped to a line in space as t u~w~z}|

a virtual plane is det u&v yvwDve yvyv{zo| . At yv =
fined having the coordinate system u8w y . In the u/w plane the
pixel representations of the hand-positions form an ellipse as oppose to a distorted ellipse in the image plane.
To solve the problem of fitting an ellipse to a set of data
points we apply the direct fitting approach of [6] using the
improvements suggested in [9] to avoid (close to) singularity matrices. This provide us with a fast and more numerically stable solution. The estimated ellipse has the following form on the virtual plane

section 5 the system is tested, and finally section 6 discusses
the approach and the obtained results.

2. Estimating the Positions of the Hand
As the user moves his outstretched arm in a circle in
space, the positions of the hand in an image sequence describe the ellipse.
We find the hand using colour information and represent
it by its centroid. Hand pixels are manually segmented in
a training phase and a classifier is built. The classifier is
based on a look-up-table (LUT) which contains information
on which colours belong to the hand and which do not. This
relatively simple classifier has proven to be more accurate
than both a standard box classifier and a Bayes classifier.
In order to suppress the influence of the intensity, different colour representations were tested. The best classifier
was found to be based on the YCbCr-representation [8]. An
example using this classifier can be seen in figure 1.B.
The classified pixels are processed further by a motion
detector, implemented by image-subtraction, hence only the
motionless skin pixels are kept. After an erosion, the largest
connected object is the hand, see figure 1.C, and represented
by its centre of mass. In figure 1.D the centre of mass for
the hand in a sequence is superimposed as crosses.
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The approach described above is based on the assumption that the arm is connected to the shoulder in a ball-andsocket joint, and that the shoulder is fixed with respect to
the torso. These assumptions are applied in virtually every
single computer vision system utilising a geometric model
of a human arm. Besides simplicity, the assumptions are
introduced since the coarse motion of the arm is well described in this manner. However, when also fine motion is
modelled, and in particular if one desires to estimate the position of the shoulder, the assumptions are false. Since we
need rather precise measurements of the ellipse described
by the hand we need to introduce a more detailed model of
the shoulder joint. The idea is to find the true position of
the shoulder joint given the position of the hand and then
correct the position of the hand accordingly. To do so we
first investigate the anatomy and functionality of the shoulder complex.
The shoulder complex consists of the two bones; the
clavicle and the scapula, and the three joints; the sterno-

3. Estimating the Ellipse
When image data is used to infer information regarding the 3D world, the camera needs to be calibrated. We
use Jean-Yves Bouguet’s Matlab implementation [1] of
Heikkilä and Silven’s method [10]. It defines a world coordinate system, t u&vxwIvxyv{z}| , with origin in the focal point
of a normalised pinhole model. This means that a pixel
2
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clavicular (SC), the acromio-clavicular (AC), and the glenohumeral (GH), see figure 2.A. Furthermore, the scapula is
connected directly to the thorax via muscles. All three joints
functions as ball-and-socket joints each with three degreesof-freedom (DoF). Together with the DoF provided in the
scapular-thorax connection a total of 11 DoF exist [11].
However, since the shoulder complex is a closed kinematic chain these 11 DoF are not independent and in fact
the relative pose of the glenoid (the ”socket” part of the GHjoint) is well described by only four independent parameters
[20]. We model these as rotations around the z- and y-axes,
and vertical and horizontal displacements along the y- and
x-axes, see figure 1.A for a definition of the axes. The rotations can be governed by the GH-joint by increasing its
range accordingly whereas the two displacements can be
modelled by two prismatic joints, each having one DoF.
When the upper arm moves the clavicle and scapula follows. In the work by Dvir and Berme [5] the displacements
of the AC-joint as a function of the angle between the torso
¯
and upper arm, , is presented, see the dashed lines in figure
2.B and 2.C. To understand how the rotation in the AC-joint
adds to the displacements we study the ”shoulder rhythm”
[20] which describes how the scapula rotates as a function
¯
wherein the relaof . It is usually divided into four phases
¯
tion between the scapula rotation and is similar. Studying
these four phases
allow us to calculate the displacements as
¯
a function of . These are shown in figure 2.B and 2.C as
the dotted lines. The solid lines in the figures are the sum of
the dotted- and dashed lines, hence the displacements of the
GH-joint when both the rotation of the clavicle and scapula
are taken into account. See [12] for further information.
Since the graphs in figure 2 are given in mm we need to

map them into pixels. This can be done by knowing the approximate distance from the camera to the user or by measuring a known distance in pixels, e.g. the distance between
the hand and the head when the arm is approximately located along the x-axis.
So, given a position
of the hand and a mapping into pix¯
els we can estimate and via the solid graphs in figure 2
find the displacements of the shoulder. These two values
are then applied to correct the measured centre of the hand.
After this is done for each measurement we obtain the true
ellipse. In figure 1.D the measurements are shown together
with the ellipse estimated from the corrected measurements.

4. Estimating the 3D Shoulder Position
The circle drawn by the hand in 3D, projects an ellipse
on the virtual plane. The ellipse together with a fixed point,
denoted the vertex and defined as t ¹»º¼/z}|½¾t C -1z}| ,
form a general cone embodying the circle. The problem of
finding the pose of the circle is equivalent to first finding
a plane that intersects the general cone to form a circular
graph, and then finding the centre of this graph. The general
cone is described as [16]
¿ u/Àbw KÁhyDÂIÃ&w yOÂÄ yIugÂIÅ8u8w2
ÂÆ&ugÂÇwÂÈ:yQKÉg
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S zo| and  and  can be
and ñ½t ?dThz}| . -út
defined based on  and the orthogonality constraint.
Finding the coefficients of equation 5 is done via a
method similar to the one used to find the centre of the circle, which is described next. The description is therefore
left out here and the reader is referred to 4.2 and [16] for
details. It should, however, be stated that the method results
in two plausible solutions, i.e. çfÿ  and çfÿ  .

In equation 2, the second degree terms define the shape
of the cone, the terms involving mixed products (e.g. ÂDÃ&w y )
are related to any rotation it may have and the first degree
terms define the translation of the cone vertex. Due to the
relatively complex nature of the general cone a number of
coordinate transformations are performed to simplify matters.
The first coordinate transformation maps the general
cone into the right elliptic cone of the form
á&â^ã
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by first performing a rotation, t uwOy:Zzo|Sç
ã
æ
hz}| .
and then a translation, t u/ëw ëRyDë/hz}|SìéIt
ä
The rotation matrix deals with the first six terms of
equation 2 and is defined as ç è ít îeïYðòñz}| , where
â
å
â
å
â
å
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and ñ÷Ùt rfhz | . To estimate ç è we write the first
six terms in equation 2 as øk|!ù2ø where øúût uKwxy z}| ,
ùüýt þ è þeÿT
þ z , þ è Ùt ¿ ÅSÄzo| , þ3ÿ Ùt ÅxÀ?Ã/z}| , and
þ g½t Ä?ÃTÁbz}| . We can now find the column vectors of ç è
as the eigenvectors of ù , and the coefficients in equation 3
as the corresponding eigenvalues [15].
Applying çrè to equation 2 yields
á&â
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Having found a plane which gives a circle when intersecting with the cone, finding the position
of the circle centre
æ
remains. Moving the plane along the ë axis results in different sizes of circles, as the cone obviously expands as the
distance to the vertex grows. Knowing the radius of the ciræ
cle, ! , provides information to calculate where on the ë
axis the intersection plane should be located.
Applying ç ÿ to equation 3 yields in general a quadratic
equation of the same form as equation
1. We know that

the actual shape is a circle, hence   and  N . The
(circle) equation obtained by applying ç ÿ to equation 3 can
therefore be expressed as [16]
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where the cone has its principal axis parallel to the z’-axis.
Next the cone is translated such that its vertex lies in the
ã
æ
origin according to the
coordinate system thus finishä
ing the reduction of equation 2 to equation 3. This translation, ì , can be found by comparing equations 3 and 4 [16].
Since equation 3 is a right elliptic cone, two of the three
á
values willá be positive
and one negative. We assign posiá
â
tive æ values to and yielding a right elliptic cone having

the axis as its principal axis.
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The coordinates of the centre, t # ë # ë # ë zo| , are found
ä
from equation 6 together with
the fact that the radius of the
æ
circle is given as ! and that ë/
  , hence
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az}| has length equal to .
where t
æ
æ
Using yet another rotation matrix the new axis, ë ,
becomes normal to the plane defined in equation 5. Thus
the plane in the new coordinate system will be represenæ
ted by the equation ë = . The rotation is defined as



ë



The next step is to find a plane such that, when intersecting with the right elliptical cone, a circular section appears.
In particular, the aim is to find the coefficients of the intersection plane, equation 5, intersecting the cone to generate the equation of a circle.
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As can be seen # ë has two possible values of which only
one is
valid. As the circle is performed in front of the camæ
u8w y
era, # ë is chosen such that when mapped back
to the
ã
æ
coordinate system by t ugw2y z}|S çrèìç ÿ é t # ë # ë # ë zo| , y
ä
will be positive, i.e. in front of the camera. The above must
be done for each of the two solutions found in section 4.1.
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are applied the method has a low eccentricity bias [6]. Combining this with only applying samples from the left half of
the ellipse results in smaller and smaller ellipses (to a certain degree) as the number of samples increase. Since the
samples describe the entire range of the ellipse in the ydirection, see figure 1, the resulting ellipses, besides getting
smaller and smaller, have their centres shifted to the left.

Direction
of rotation

C1b
C1a
C2a
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The 3D pose estimation method described in section 4
is tested in the following manner. A synthetic circle is projected onto the virtual plane yielding an ellipse. A number
of points, B , from the left arc of the ellipse are sampled
and infected with noise by first randomly selecting a direction in the interval ,C
 .b/
Â D 0 using a uniform distribution, and
secondly finding the magnitude by sampling a Gaussian distribution which parameters are found by mapping the mean
and deviation errors of the centroid (found during training

 R
to: mean = Â  and deviation =
pixels) onto the virtual plane. These points are fed to the estimation algorithm
which produce two shoulder candidates. The same is carried out for a different synthetic circle and a single shoulder
candidate can be estimated, see section 4.3.
The parameters of the synthetic circles are chosen randomly within a range similar to that of the application. For
each value of B within the interval ,FE.WÂD 0 1000 estimates
of the shoulder position are found. The error is defined as
the ground truth subtracted from the estimated position. In
figure 4 the statistics of this test are shown.
In figure 4.D-F it can be seen that the deviation of the
errors decreases as the number of samplesincrease.
After

the ÂI samples the deviation is below ÂI
for all parameters. Figure 4.A is a result of the incorrect estimate of
the centre of the ellipse described above. As more samples
are used the centre is drawn to the left. Figure 4.C can also
be explained by the incorrectness of the ellipse fitting. First
the size of the estimated ellipse is too large resulting in a
shoulder estimate too close to the camera. As more samples
are used the size of the ellipse is under-estimated resulting
in a shoulder estimate too far away from the camera.

êe '?)(òDf!D&"*e¢D\!
To determine which solution is correct the user is asked
to perform two different circles where the second must be
closer to the camera than the first. This yields four possible
scenarios where one is shown in figure 3.
The figure illustrates the four circles produced by the
method seen from above. For simplicity the circles are only
panned with respect to each other, hence they can be represented by lines. The boldfaced lines indicate the correct
circles, where d ¿ is the first circle performed and 2Â ¿ is
the second. Since we know the rotation direction between
the two circles we can conclude that 2Â ¿ contains the correct centre since 2ÂDÀ is unreachable by rotating d ¿ or dÀ
in the illustrated direction.
Representing the scenario in figure 3, with respect to the
¿ 0 the folrotation direction, as +² ,2ÂI/
À .WdÀ/.Wd ¿ .b2Â 1
lowing rule can be defined

correct circle 

4

2333

2Â ¿

3335

d ¿

!¢@A(&d¡I«D\3

if +6,2ÂIÀ7.bdÀ7.bd ¿ .W2Â ¿10 or
+8
 ,2ÂI7À .bd ¿ .WdÀ7.W2Â ¿0 .
 ,d ¿ .W2Â ¿ .W2ÂI/
À .WdÀ 0 or
if +6

+8
 ,d ¿ .W2ÂD7À .W2Â ¿ .bdÀ 0

After the correct centre has been found in u8w y coordinates, it is mapped to world coordinates u/v!wIv3yv by trans
lating the y coordinate
, see section 3.

5.2.1 Testing the 3D Position using a Cardboard
The next test is conducted on circle data drawn on a cardboard. The circle has a radius
similar to the length of a hu
from the camera. The cardboard
man arm and is placed 
is mounted on a large camera tripod which can be tilted,
rolled, and panned. A calibration pattern, see figure 1.A, is
placed on the cardboard having its upper left corner in the
centre of the circle. Using the toolbox [1] the centre of the
circle can be estimated. 35 different poses of the circle are
generated. A number of samples are hand-segmented from

5. Tests and Results

9e{Om&¡DòD :;\¡I 'g´ID<«!!«D£
Synthetic ellipses are used to evaluate the ellipse fitting
method described in section 3. It was observed that the
method tends to estimate too large ellipses when few samples are used. In the general case when sufficient samples
5
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6. Discussion and Conclusion

the image and infected with noise as described in section
5.2, and processed by the system. The magnitude of the error vector between the estimated centre and the one found
from the toolbox are  recorded
and the statistics are
calcu
 
lated to a mean of Â Â
and a deviation of IH
.

At first glance figure 4 might indicate an unstable system since on one hand figures 4.D-F suggest using as many
samples as possible to obtain a small deviation whereas figures 4.A-C suggest using different number of samples for
the estimation of the different parameters. However, since
the graphs as such are stable, i.e. invariant to different test
data, the following is done. We apply as many samples as
possible to obtain a stable result and then correct this result
according to a LUT designed from figure 4.A-C. For example, if we have 20 samples1 we first use them to estimate
t uSwyIzo| and thereafter correcting the final shoulder position using the LUT, hence t x+46 y+0 z-18z}| . Altogether
we obtain close to zero mean estimates with a deviation depending on the number of samples, see figure 4.D-F2 .
An even more stable solution may be obtained if the LUT
is replaced with an iterative method to estimate the ellipse,
perhaps with the result of the current method as an initial
guess. Perhaps the method could also utilise information re-

9eêeOm&¡D3KJ&LM=kI

The final test is conducted on real persons performing
circle-movements as shown in figure 1. The ground truth is
defined as the centre of the arm where it is attached to the
torso, when the arm is held in a horizontal position and parallel to the camera. The ground truth x- and y-coordinates
are found using the toolbox. The z-coordinates are found by
measuring the perpendicular distance from the shoulder to
the back wall. Images of a user performing the two circlemovements are captured and processed. The magnitude of
the error vector is recorded for a number of test
persons in
89f
different poses and the statistics are a mean of
and
 
a deviation of
.

1 The number of present samples depends on the speed of the movement
of the arm, the image processing time, and the framerate of the system.
2 The LUT was applied to obtain the results which were presented in
section 5.2.1 and section 5.3.
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garding the position of the head since this is relatively fixed
with respect to the shoulder.
Tests on the cardboard yield an increase in the error rate
compared to the ideal data. This is primarily due to the nonideal data, but also due to the insufficient pinhole model. In
the final test on users the error rate is increased further due
to incorrect ground truth and violations of the assumptions.
The violations occur if the arm is not held completely outstretched during the movement or if the person translate the
torso during the movement.
Nearly all the tests yield a relatively symmetric distribution having a significant peak around the mean and then a
few relatively large errors. Many of the relatively large errors can be avoided by only accepting a shoulder position if
its two components (the solutions from the two circles) are
similar. In practice the system could keep asking the user to
perform circles until two with close centres are found.
Altogether it is concluded that the system is capable of
estimating the 3D position of the shoulder using just one
camera. This is done with a relative good accuracy, com
pared to the distance of 
between the camera and the
user. The detailed shoulder model applied to correct the
measurements is perhaps the single-most important factor
for the success of our system. This novel modelling scheme
can hopefully provide other computer vision systems with
a more detailed model of the human arm/shoulder without
increasing the number of independent parameters.
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